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TOPIC: THE SENTENCE (CHAPTER NO.1) 

SOLVED EXERCISES 

A. Match the words in the two columns to make meaningful sentences. 

 

1.  Kohima a. is the name of a variety of mango. (4) 

2. Ostriches b. likes to wash the car himself . (7) 

3. Many children c. love to eat carrots. (8) 

4. Alphonso d. flows into the Bay of Bengal. (10) 

5. Pens and pencils e. are very big birds. (2) 

6. People of many tribes f. are afraid  of lightning and thunder. 

(3)  

7. My father g. is the capital of Nagaland. (1) 

8. Rabbits h. are available at a stationery shop. (5) 

9. Kashmiri apples i. live in Manipur and Mizoram. (6) 

10. The river Ganga j. are very tasty. (9) 

 

B. Mention what kind of sentence each of the following is. 

 

1. He did not go to the market.         Declarative sentence 

2. The car started with a jerk.           Declarative sentence 

3. How hot the water is!                   Exclamatory sentence 

4. Is it a holiday today?                    Interrogative sentence 

5. Please do not pluck flowers.        Imperative sentence 

6. Don’t touch that umbrella.           Imperative sentence 

7. I will not go out in the rain.         Declarative sentence 

8. Do not close the windows.           Imperative sentence 

9. Will she ever forgive me?            Interrogative sentence 

10. I don’t want to talk about it.         Declarative sentence 

 



C. Rearrange the words to make complete sentences. Remember to use proper 

punctuation marks and capital letters. 

1. very / today/ cold / it / is 

Ans: It is very cold today. 

 

2. Prime minister / is / the / narendra  modi / of india 

Ans : Narendra Modi is the Prime Minister of India. 

 

3. asia  / is / largest / in / the world / continent / the 

Ans: Asia is the largest continent in the World. 

 

4. a / many / rainbow / in / colours / how / there / are 

Ans : How many colours are there  in a rainbow ?  

 

5. innings / wonderful / that / wow / a / was 

Ans : Wow! That was a wonderful innings. 

 

6. whom / did / taj mahal / build / the / shah jahan / for  

Ans : For whom did Shah Jahan build the Taj Mahal ? 

 
7.  supreme commander / of / the / the / armed / forces / president / of /  india / 

is / the 

Ans : The President of India is the Supreme Commander of the Armed 

Forces. 

 

8. nowadays / people / many / eat / vegetarian / food 

Ans : Many people eat vegetarian food nowadays. 

 

D. Change these sentences into interrogative sentences. Begin each sentence 

with the word in the brackets. 

1. He was late again. (was) 

Ans: Was he late again ? 

 



2. You were at the party. ( were) 

Ans: Were you at the party? 

3. She shouted at them. ( who) 

Ans: Who shouted at them? 

4. Her mother is at home. ( is) 

Ans: Is her mother at home? 

5 . The vegetables were fresh. ( were ) 

Ans: Were the vegetables fresh? 

6. He will come tomorrow. ( will ) 

Ans: Will he come tomorrow? 

7. Vinod has returned the book. ( has) 

Ans: Has Vinod returned the book? 

8. The milk is hot. 

Ans: Is the milk hot? 

E. Change these sentences to the form that is mentioned in the brackets. 

1. Show me your book , please ( question) 

Ans: Will you show me your book please? 

2. Bharati is his cousin . ( question) 

Ans: Is Bharati his cousin? 

3. Is the baby crying? (statement)  

Ans : The baby is crying. 

 

4. Their mother is tall . ( question)  

Ans: Is their mother tall ? 

 



5. Our teacher is always fair. ( question) 

Ans: Is our teacher always fair? 

6. How pretty the bride looks ! ( statement) 

Ans: The bride looks very pretty. 

7. What a difficult exercise that was! ( statement) 

Ans: That was a very difficult exercise. 

8. Please come for a meeting at 2o’ clock. ( question) 

Ans : Will you come for a meeting at 2o’clock ,please? 

9. Dinesh is happy with his results. ( exclamation) 

Ans: How happy Dinesh is with his results! 

10. The children were frightened. ( exclamation) 

Ans: How frightened the children were! 

F. Rewrite these sentences as negative sentences. 

1. The Principal was angry with the boys. 

Ans: The Principal was not angry with the boys. 

2. He can swim fast. 

Ans: He cannot swim fast. 

3. I like crowded places. 

Ans : I do not like crowded places. 

4. We bought two tickets for the film. 

Ans: We did not buy  two tickets for the film. 

5.My father went to office yesterday. 

Ans: My father did not go to office yesterday. 

6. Shivani is always late for school. 

Ans: Shivani is not always late for school. 



7. We were sure we would win. 

Ans: We were sure we would not win. 

8. Put your books on the table. 

Ans: Do not put your books on the table. 

9. I am sure there is something in the box. 

Ans : I am sure there is nothing in the box. 

10. She goes for dance practice every day. 

Ans: She does not go for dance practice every day. 

11. I am happy. 

Ans: I am not happy. 

12. The guests have arrived. 

Ans: The guests have not arrived. 

13. Close the doors. 

Ans : Do not close the doors. 

14. Rehan can run very fast. 

Ans: Rehan cannot run very fast. 

15. It is a holiday tomorrow. 

Ans: It is not a holiday tomorrow. 

                                                    ___________________ 


